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From the New York Times bestseller Dima Zales comes an action-packed sci-fi adventure set in a
post-singularity future. For a limited time, get all 3 full-length novels (1000+ pages) in one
convenient, discounted bundle. When invisible technology runs everything and memories canâ€™t
be trusted, how does one sort the truth from the lies? Oasis, the last habitable area on
post-apocalyptic Earth, is meant to be a paradise, a place where everyone is content. Vulgarity,
violence, insanity, and other ills are but a distant memory, and even death no longer plagues the
last surviving humans.Theo, a twenty-three-year-old Youth, has never fit in with the serene,
age-divided Oasis society. But itâ€™s only when he starts hearing a girlâ€™s voice in his head that
he realizes that nothing is what it seems. Phoe is his imaginary friendâ€”or is she?As secrets are
unveiled, Theo is dragged into a dangerous game where the virtual and the real worlds collide.What
does it mean to be human? What does it mean to be real?Theo is about to find out.Warning: This
book contains some strong language. We felt it was important for the censorship theme of the novel.
If such words offend you, you might not enjoy this book. If in doubt, please read the sample before
buying.NOTE: This is a complete trilogy containing three full-length novelsâ€” Oasis, Limbo, and
Haven.
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I begin with a brief overview of the plot:The story takes place in Oasis, a futuristic city of lush
surrounded by the orange mush and waste that was once Earth. We are not given an exact date
however it can been deduced that the story takes place sometime in the very distant future. At all
begins when a curious Theo and his friend Phoe (pronounced F-EE) attempt to find out just what
happened to a friend gone rouge; Mason, a childhood bud of Theo mysteriously disappears from
Oasis. The disappearance is unexplainable but to Theo's surprise, this isn't the first time its
happened . With Theo being the rebellious muscle and Phoe his intuitive and commutative
confidant, the paircome to realize just how little they know about their own reality and together they
fight for their right for knowledge and freedom.Actual Review:As has been said before by previous
reviewers, profanity is used often within the novel. However, it is tasteful and necessary as it serves
to highlight one of the novels major themes; a lack of self expression in Oasis and the general
feeling of oppression permuting the city. Just as the residence of the city are expected to remain
continuously happy, they are also expected to refrain from verbiage that may cause them to stand
out. The greatest example of this is Theo struggle with insanity as well as the depression his friend
Mason, is forced to hide.The city seems to be built of of preconceived premises for your archetypal
futuristic city. There is mention of neroscans, nanobots, and the city's name, Oasis, is straight out of
science fiction. Still, the story is not in anyway a typical SciFi rewrite.

This is a complete trilogy containing three full-length novelsâ€” Oasis, Limbo, and HavenBook 1 Oasis: Basically, it's about a guy, Theo, who all of a sudden starts hearing this voice inside his
head. Her name is Phoe (pronounced, fee). He is part of the "Youths" of Oasis. Above them are the
"Adults" and above them are the "Elderly". They are raised to behave so abnormally than the
"ancients". The ancients would be us, modern day humans. Theo is different from most other
Youths, as he has this imaginary voice in his head and must keep it from everyone so he doesn't
get in trouble for being crazy. Being crazy, depressed, etc, is frowned upon in their society. As well
as cursing, fighting, things of that nature.Theo ends up trying to help out Phoe in remembering
something she forgot. Which will, in the end, help her show Theo who she really is. And that's all he
wants, is to know he in fact isn't crazy.Book 2 Limbo: New technology is discovered and we find out
just how nuts the forebears truly were. The "test" he needs to complete to help her is crazy and

Phee figures out new abilities. New emotions are also experienced. One elderly member crosses
the line and you'll be as shocked as I was when you find out about the envoy!Book 3 Haven: It is the
3rd and final story of the last human trilogy. It starts off where Limbo left off, the day after Birth Day.
Theo and Phoe's story starts off with one of many fierce battles that kept my heart pounding
throughout the book. Haven kept up a level of excitement and mystery with non stop action that I
have not gotten from a book in a while. The twists and turns and enemies they encounter is
staggering.
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